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Editorial
The start of Volume 46 marks the accession of a new Chief
Scientific Editor (CSE) as Dr M. (Mike) G. Winter steps down
from the post. In recognition of the change, editorials will in future
be written as a joint effort between the CSE and one of the three
Assistant Scientific Editors (ASE), and editorials will therefore
become slightly ‘thematic’, and the theme for this one is the
Hydrogeology content of the journal.
Mike Winter also steps down from the Editorial Board, on
which he served for 5 years, including a period as an ASE, before
serving for the last 6 years as Chief Scientific Editor. In this 11 year
period the journal has gone through changes in style and content,
with an increase in the number of papers submitted and a consolidation in statistics of esteem, such as citation indices. While a number of the changes reflect through all the Journals of the Geological
Society’s Publishing House, such as Online First and developments
in Open Access Publishing, Mike Winter’s personal stamp as CSE
of QJEGH has been very clear. All of the Editorial Board Members
are sorry to see him go, as he is the source of considerable knowledge and experience through this long service, quite apart from his
strength of intellect and character, and the welcome he has always
extended to new members of the Board.
This year is the Golden Jubilee of the formation of the
Engineering Group of the Geological Society, and QJEGH owes its
origins to the efforts of a number of the Engineering Group’s
founder members, most notably Rudolph Glossop, whose name
and contribution is commemorated in the Glossop Lectures. Almost
all of the Glossop Lectures have been published in QJEGH, and
volume 46 may well contain more than one as it plays ‘catch up’
including the 12th Glossop Lecture by the incoming CSE. The
Glossop Lectures in the recent past have been very long papers, so
hopefully a somewhat shorter one will mean that having more than
one this year will not displace too many submitted papers.
Right from the start, and even before ‘Hydrogeology’ was a part
of the full name of the Journal, papers on Hydrogeology formed
part of its regular content, and now represent a significant part of
the content of the Journal, both in terms of the numbers of papers
published and in their scientific significance. The early contributions became very clear as the entire set of papers from volume 1
No 1 to the present was read to extract the statistics for the paper
(Bromhead et al. 2012) mentioned by Mike Winter in last year’s
editorial on the contribution of QJEGH to landslide studies, and
presented at last summer’s International Symposium on Landslides
(and 2nd North American Symposium on Landslides). Although
the first Hydrogeology paper appeared in Volume 1, it did have to
wait until issue No 3! Then as now, the study area was an international one (the Tehran area, to save you looking it up in the Lyell
Collection or in paper form). It occurs to us that QJEGH needs a
strong vision for the future role of Hydrogeology in the Journal,
and it appears to us that this role is an important and influential one.
It has often been said that Hydrogeology is a mature science,
and statements such as that carry the implication that these fields
are perhaps lacking in either new ideas or practical innovations.
But look deeper, and it is possible to see in a number of recent
technological developments that show that there is - both in the UK
and further afield - a clear commitment to long term projects that
are now setting the groundwork for a healthy future for both applied
hydrogeology and groundwater science research.
Over the past few years there has been a veritable explosion in
the hydrogeologists tool-kit as new techniques have been borrowed
and adapted from other areas of science. There are new methods
employing a range of environmental tracers and isotopes to understand groundwater age and provenance (Lapworth et al. 2008;
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Fig. 1. Edward Bromhead, QJEGH Editor-in-chief.

Darling et al. 2012a); improved down borehole techniques for realtime visualization of active geological features (Gallagher et al.
2012); better parameterized rock properties feeding into faster,
scalable computer models (Mansour et al. 2011); GIS (Wang et al.
2012), remote sensing and enhanced electrical resistivity tomography (Doetsch et al. 2012) to name but a few, all contribute to understanding groundwater systems and improved prediction of quality
and resource sustainability.
Long term observatory platforms such as the UK’s Demonstration Test Catchments provide a controlled infrastructure to better understand dominant catchment processes through traditional
applied hydrogeological methods combined with high intensity
monitoring. Recent funding calls have specifically targeted the
potential of groundwater to support the poor of the world’s developing countries, thus highlighting the importance of understanding
this resource for many millions of the global population.
Closer to home a number of contemporary problems still provide a challenge for today’s hydrogeologists. The provision of
drinking water of good status means that nitrate concentrations in
the unsaturated zone and pumped supplies continue to be a concern
(Gooddy & Besien 2007). Development of shale gas and the potential for groundwater contamination has stimulated societal debate
(Warner et al. 2012). In the UK, recent droughts and the potential
for a winter of flooding have very much focused public attention on
groundwater and its often unseen importance (Darling et al. 2012b).
QJEGH welcomes discussion of similar issues worldwide.
So, although there has ostensibly been somewhat of a transition
in groundwater investigations and even a changing of the guard, we
see a clear future for hydrogeology with a number of challenges
ahead. Hydrogeology is truly multidisciplinary and can continue to
grow by learning from the cross-cutting areas of science with
which it interacts. Beyond the science, hydrogeology is of significant societal value, posing a major challenge for us all is to ensure
that value is realized and understood (Misstear 2013).
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At the Geological Society Publishing House the challenges of
Open Access Publishing, its funding model, and the impact this
will have on potential Authors is a subject of some soul-searching,
and no doubt, it will cause equal amounts of discussion among
those Authors as it does amongst scientific publishers. At the
moment, QJEGH complies with Green Open Access standards,
which is essentially free to Authors, who may post their final draft
to their own websites (although not the version set out by QJEGH).
Authors must remember that publishing is not a free service, as it
relies on a small but dedicated full time group of staff at the
Geological Society Publishing House as well as the voluntarily
donated services of Board Members and Reviewers. From 1 April
papers submitted will also be eligible for Gold Open Access which
will allow immediate free online access to the final published version to readers. This will not be a free service to Authors, either
from QJEGH or its rivals, and the scale of charges will be
announced in the coming weeks.
Notwithstanding the challenges ahead, there are matching
opportunities, and we feel that especially with papers now in the
pipeline for the early issues in Volume 46, that QJEGH is well
placed to build upon the successes of the previous 45 volumes.

Fig. 2. Daren Gooddy, QJEGH assistant scientific editor (hydrogeology).

The content of Hydrogeology in QJEGH has never reached a
full and equal balance with Engineering Geology, and we hope that
as the decade moves on we enhance our reputation and attract
papers, including review papers, that will make Hydrogeologists
feel that a proper balance is achieved. We hope to attract papers
that will reflect the vibrancy and adaptability there is within the
hydrogeological community and the opportunity for discussion that
contemporary issues bring.
The year also marks the 50th Anniversary of the tragic Vaiont
landslide, commemorated in the cover photograph for volume 46.
One or two friends or colleagues of the incoming CSE will know
that it was one of his photos, taken in 1988 before many of the trees
on the devastated slopes had reached maturity, and from a rickety
viewing platform that no longer exists – so that this view is no
longer easily accessible. The landslide was, from the very first, the
subject of both scientific and political controversy, and these continue to the present day with no sign of the interest abating. In Italy,
the scientific and engineering aspects of the landslide will be covered in a commemorative conference held around the anniversary
in October of the landslide.
As these words are written, another anniversary of a major
Italian landslide is taking place, and that is the coastal landslide
at Ancona, which last moved in a major way on the night of the
12th–13th December 1982. This is another landslide where
controversy continues, but unlike Vaiont, there were no fatalities. Also unlike Vaiont, the coastal setting of the landslide
meant that something needed to be done about it, and eventually, the choice was made to install a state of the art monitoring
and alarm system.
The winner of this year’s William Dearman award, who
will be joining us on the Editorial Board for the coming year is
Mr R. L. Terrington. His paper, with contributions from colleagues at BGS, is entitled ‘Benefits of a 3D geological model for
major tunnelling works: an example from Farringdon, east-central
London, UK’ (part 4, 405–414).
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